Models of mnemonic function suggest that the hippocampus binds temporally discontiguous events in memory (Wallenstein, Eichenbaum, & Hasselmo, 1998), which has been supported by recent studies in humans. Less is known, however, about the involvement of working memory in bridging the temporal gap between to-be-associated events. In this study, subsequent memory for associations between temporally discontiguous stimuli was examined using functional magnetic resonance imaging. In the scanner, subjects were instructed to remember sequentially presented images. Occasionally, a plus-sign was presented during the interstimulus interval between two images, instructing subjects to associate the two images as a pair. Following the scan, subjects identified remembered images and their pairs. Images following the plus-sign were separated into trials in which items were later recognized and the pair remembered, recognized and the pair forgotten, or not recognized. Blood-oxygen-leveldependent responses were measured to identify regions where response amplitude predicted subsequent associative-or item memory. Distinct neocortical regions were involved in each memory condition, where activity in bilateral frontal and parietal regions predicted memory for associative information and bilateral occipital and medial frontal regions for item information. While activity in posterior regions of the medial temporal lobe showed an intermediate response predicting memory for both conditions, bilateral hippocampal activity only predicted associative memory.
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Introduction
The human brain has remarkable capacity for forming associations between items, yet given the constant stream of stimuli that one encounters and attends to each day, some experiences will be later remembered and some will not. Even if elements of an experience are remembered, particular associations between those elements may be forgotten. While many studies have examined the formation of associative memory for concurrently presented items, few have considered the more natural experience of encoding stimuli across time (Hales, Israel, Swann, & Brewer, 2009; Konkel, Warren, Duff, Tranel, & Cohen, 2008; Murray & Ranganath, 2007; Qin et al., 2007; Qin et al., 2009; Sommer, Rose, Glascher, Wolbers, & Buchel, 2005; Sommer, Rose, Weiller, & Buchel, 2005; Staresina & Davachi, 2009; Takeda, Naya, Fujimichi, Takeuchi, & Miyashita, 2005) .
Forming lasting associative memories for items presented over time involves cooperation of working memory and long-term memory (LTM). Information pertaining to an initial item must be held in mind until information regarding a subsequent item can be added to the memory. Cortical regions, including prefrontal cortex (PFC) and parietal cortex, are commonly activated during working memory tasks where active maintenance of information over time is needed (Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000; D'Esposito, 2007; Kim et al., 2009; Mottaghy, 2006; Passingham & Sakai, 2004) . In order for the association to be formed and stored into memory, additional brain regions important for LTM encoding must be recruited. This cooperation between brain systems might allow for more flexibility in encoding wide-ranging experiences into LTM. Encoding of experiences across time is fundamental to episodic memory, and so it is important to explore the involvement and coordination between brain regions involved in working memory and LTM during the formation of associative memories for temporally discontiguous stimuli. Such research may provide wider understanding of episodic memory and whether encoding relies on distributed brain regions whose participation depends on task demands.
Although associative-memory research has focused primarily on activity in the MTL, involvement of certain neocortical regions in associative-and/or item-encoding has been reported for concurrently presented stimuli or associations made without temporal 0028-3932/$ -see front matter © 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2010.07.025
